9" x 12" Economical Swing-Away Manual Heat Press Machine
Item Code: HTM-HP230

FOB Price:

$169/set

Mini Order:

1 set

Shipping Weight:
Average Rating:

30.0lb (13.65kg)

Inquire Now

Overview
· Swing-Away design makes it more safe and convenient for working.
· Smart, light weight and easy to take.
· Full LED digital display.
· Touched controller is more easy to operate.
· Adopting the latest technology, the heating pipes and heating panel are moulded together.
Description:
This type of Heat Press Machine is stable and durable. This heat press is smart for swing-away heating panel to get enough space which
would be convenient to put heating materials. It is used for all kinds of small-sized transferring with even heating and has wonderful
effect.
Notice: Color of the machine is variable, and the color is random according to the ones in stock when you buy the machine.
Certainly, you can choose the color we have made but need time to finish if it's not in stock. Also, you can customize the color
you like but need extra cost and large order.
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Application:
The heat transfer machine is widely used in transferring small-sized T-shirts, bags, pants and others which are made of textile, knitting,

non-woven, chemical fibre or cotton materials, and metal sheet, etc.
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Specifications
Specification:
·Voltage: 110/220V
·Power: 600W
·Temperature Range: 0 - 300°C
·Timing range: 0 - 999 sec
·Working size: 9"×12" (230×300mm)
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Does this unit have a timer on it?

Yes, the machine has timer.
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